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A detailed study of paleostress fields of the Namibian and Brazilian passive continental margins of the South
Atlantic addresses a general debate on whether or not these complementary margins experienced similar tectonic
histories. On the one hand, these margins may have been affected by different processes, such as the Andean
orogeny for the Brazilian margin (e.g. Cobbold et al., 2001) versus convective mantle upwelling for southern Africa
(e.g. Al-Hajri, 2009). On the other hand, the high topography along both margins is regarded as the consequence
of similar tectonic processes resulting from far-field compressional stresses (Japsen et al., 2012).

In our paleostress study presented here, we chose to compare the NW of Namibia and the SE of Brazil with each
other. These areas are largely covered by the flood basalts of the Paraná-Etendeka-Large Igneous Province. With
an age of ∼133 Ma the basalts are slightly older than the Altantic rifting, as sea-floor spreading started at this
latitude around 115 Ma. Thus, the flood basalts serve as a good time marker for rift- and post-rift-related tectonics.
We studied mainly fault planes and associated striations within the flood basalts and compared the resulting stress
patterns of both margins.

Results reveal remarkable differences in the stress patterns for SE Brazil and NW Namibia. In NW Namibia, a
WSW-ENE directed extensional stress field dominates and fits well with extension of the original continental rift
and the passive margin. A second extensional stress field (σ3 SSW oriented) as well as a strike-slip system (σ1

NW oriented) and a compressional stress field (σ1 NNW oriented) appear only subdued.

In contrast, the SE of Brazil is mainly characterized by two strike-slip systems (σ1 oriented SW and E, respectively)
whereas an extensional stress field is almost non-existent. As normal faulting is seen offshore SE Brazil (e.g. Blaich
et al, 2011), an extensional stress field should have existed in Brazil. Either the offshore stress field is mainly
decoupled from the continental stress field or our fault slip data indicates massive overprinting in Brazil, while in
Namibia the extensional setting is preserved. Both major strike slip systems in Brazil fit well with the proposed
far-field effect of the Andean mountains on the passive continental margin of Brazil (Cobbold et al., 2001).

Our results indicate that different mechanisms may have produced the present-day high topography on both
sides of the Southern Atlantic, the Brazilian margin being under compression in a strike-slip regime whereas the
Namibian margin mainly under margin perpendicular extension.
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